Hook in boys…

Book Bites…
Title:

Diggersaurs
Author: Michael Whaite
Bite: Bigger than a digger…bigger
than a dinosaur…Meet the
DIGGERSAURS. Fall in love with these
helpful Jurassic giants as they
rumble and roll through this rollicking
rhyming read.

Title:

Alpha Quest
Author: Bruce Whatley
Bite: The most amazing, bizarre
and captivating search ever! Find the
26 hidden pieces of the key to unlock
the treasure. Challenging text but
VERY worthy.

Title:

If I built a Car.
Author: Chris Van Dusen
Bite: Energetic verse, actionpacked artwork make this tale of a
young inventors fantastic daydream
a joyride. I also have ‘If I built a
house’ - equally engaging.

Title:

The Legend of Rock, Paper,
Scissors.
Author: Drew Daywalt
Bite: Get your battle pants on!
You’ve played the game, now read
the legend of the three great
warriors who started it all.

Title:

Stubborn Stanley
Author: Nathaniel Eckstrom
Bite: Stanley is an inventor and he
won’t let anyone else join in, no
matter what! But can he come up
with a new plan that means he has
fun and makes friends as well as
invents amazing things?

Title:

Whatcha Building?
Author: Andrew Daddo
Bite: This book is next level good.
The illustrations are created using
recycled garbage, mono prints and
digital tech. A young male hero who
shows empathy, initiative and
community spirit.

Title:

Awesome Dawson
Author: Chris Gall
Bite: A new hero comes to save
the day, armed only with a wrench, a
screwdriver…and a pile of junk!
Stunning comic style pictures with
loads of dialogue. Definitely a must
have.

Title:

a dozen delicious
choices!

A collection of books to hook in boys
and impact not only on their
engagement with reading and writing
but to stretch their thinking and get
them hands on making and creating.

Iggy Architect
Author: Andrea Beaty
Bite: Young Iggy Peck is an
Architect and has been since he was But wait there’s more…cause 12 is
two, when he built a great tower - in
never enough.
only an hour - with nothing but
diapers and glue! A brilliant series,
Title: How to build the perfect cubby house.
full of ingenious rhyming fun.
Author: Heath McKenzie
Title: Disgusting McGrossface
Author: Rove McManus

Title: Franky

Title:

Gus’s Garage
Author: Leo Timmers
Author: Leo Timmers
Bite: Sam loves robots. He is
Bite: Oh the things Gus stores…
certain they live in outer space
whatever will he use them for? Gus
among the stars. His family laugh at solves people’s problem’s but can he
him and no one seems to understand. solve his own? I LOVE this book!
No one except for Franky, that is…

Title:

Robot Stop
Author: Adam Bestwick
Bite: A tale of nuts, bolts and
mechanical mayhem! Robbie has a
plan for dad’s new housework robot
that just may go terribly wrong…

Title:

Puffin the Architect
Author: Kimberly Andrews
Bite: Even though Puffin is a ‘she’
her son and daughter play an
important part in this book. I love
the detailed plans and the amazing
illustrations.

Title: Burpzilla
Author: Tim Miller
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